Il Bill
Jason Marsalis
CD: In A World of Mallets

There's a Thing Called Rhythm
Jason Marsalis
CD: Music In Motion

Sister Cheryl
Wynton Marsalis
CD: Wynton Marsalis

Hesitation
Wynton Marsalis
CD: Wynton Marsalis

All Blues
Miles Davis
CD: Kind of Blue

Billy Boy
Miles Davis
CD: Milestones

Someday My Prince Will Come
Miles Davis
CD: Someday My Prince Will Come

Giant Steps
John Coltrane
CD: Giant Steps

Twelfth Street Rag
Louis Armstrong and the Hot Seven
CD: Louis Armstrong and the Hot Five and Hot Seven Complete Recordings

A Monday Date
Louis Armstrong and the Hot Seven
CD: Louis Armstrong and the Hot Five and Hot Seven Complete Recordings

Drum Improvisation No. 2
Baby Dodds Trio
CD: Baby Dodds Trio Jazz a la Creole
Billie Jean
Michael Jackson
CD: Thriller

You Shook Me All Night Long
AC/DC
CD: Back in Black

Give Up the Funk (Tear the Roof Off the Sucker)
Parliament
CD: The Best of Parliament

Discipline Strikes Again
Jason Marsalis
CD: Music in Motion

Discipline Returns Once Again
Jason Marsalis
CD: Music Update

Discipline Spotted Baby and Zutty at Studio 54
Jason Marsalis
CD: Music Update

Seven-Ay Pocky Way
Jason Marsalis
CD: Music In Motion

The Man With Two Left Feet
Jason Marsalis Vibes Quartet
CD: The 21st Century Trad Band

How Long BLues
Milt Jackson & Ray Charles
CD: Soul Brothers

Big Earl's Last Ride
Jason Marsalis Vibes Quartet
CD: In a World of Mallets

Whistle for Willie
Jason Marsalis Vibes Quartet
CD: In a World of Mallets
Can You Tell Me How to Get to Sesame Street
Delfeayo Marsalis
CD: The Last Southern Gentleman

It's My Turn
Marcus Roberts Quintet, featuring Jason Marsalis, Rodney Jordan, Stephen Riley & Alphonse Horne
Single